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SYNTHESE:

La Direction des Etudes et Recherches d'EDF travaille depuis 1982 sur N3S,
code de simulation tridimensionnelle par éléments finis d'écoulements turbulents
incompressibles qui trouve aujourd'hui de nombreuses applications dans le traitement
des écoulements internes, la thermohydraulique et des turbomachines. La taille de ces
applications est de plus en plus grande : des calculs impliquant 350.000 noeuds sont en
cours (environ 2.000.000 inconnues). Pour traiter des applications d'une telle ampleur,
d'importants travaux ont été menés sur le choix d'algorithmes efficaces et sur leur
mise en oeuvre, afin de réduire le temps CPU et l'occupation mémoire.

Cette note présente l'algorithme central du code, en mettant l'accent sur
l'optimisation en temps de calcul et en occupation mémoire. A titre d'illustration, elle
présente des cas de validation et une application industrielle récente.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY :

The Research and Development Division of EDF (French utilities) has been
working since 1982 on N3S, a 3D finite element code for simulating turbulent
incompressible flows (Chabard et al., 1992) which has many applications nowadays
dealing with internal flows, thermal hydraulics (Delenne and Pot, 1993),
turbomachinery (Combes and Rieutord, 1992). The size of these applications is larger
and larger: calculations until 350000 nodes are in progress (around 2000000
unknowns). To achieve so large applications, an important work has been done on the
choice of efficient algorithms and on then- implementation in order to reduce CPU time
and memory allocation.

The paper presents the central algorithm of the code, focusing on time and
memory optimization. As an illustration, validation test cases and a recent industrial
application are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION

Solving efficiently the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
for turbulent flows in complex geometry is still a challenge of
great interest for the Research Branch or Electricité de Rance
(EDF) due to the large number of potential applications.

First a robust algorithm has been devised to solve Reynolds
Averaged Navier-Stokes Equations coupled with a two equations
k-epsilon model. The basis of this algorithm are presented in the
first part of the paper.

Time discretization of Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes
Equations, coupled with energy equation and turbulence model,
is realised in N3S using a fractional step scheme (Chabard a].,
1992). Each time step is decomposed into :

— a convection step treated by a characteristics method,
— a diffusion step on scalar variables,
— and Stokes problem, solved either by an Uzawa or a

Chorin-Temam like algorithm (preconditioned conjugate
gradient on the equivalent pressure system).

Space discretization is using simplicial Lagrange elements
(triangle in 2D, tetrahedron in 3D). The choice of discretization
for velocity and pressure preserve the discrete inf-sup condition
which insures existence and uniqueness of the solution of the
discrete Stokes problem. Space discretizations commonly used in
practice are Pl for the pressure and isoP2 or P2 for velocity and
scalar variables.

After the convection step on each advected variable, diffusion
equation and Stokes problem have to be solved. Due to the use of

a characteristics method to solve advection, they now contain
only linear systems with symmetrical positive definite matrices.
Turbulence models using an eddy viscosity hypothesis lead to
compute at each time step a turbulent diffusion matrix. Recent
improvement in the implementation of matrices computations
and assembling have reduced tremendously the cost of this stage.
This basic algorithm, even if designed for incompressible flows,
can easily be extended to variable density flows, either dilatable
or compressible subsonic flows (Caruso and Méchitoua, 1992).

Then we describe how this algorithm has been optimised, both
for CPU and memory allocation. The speed up obtain with the
new release of the code is discussed in detail

Using turbulence modelling requires a lot of validation in order
to know exactly the domain of validity of the turbulence model
used for the computation. Moreover, this validation stage
becomes essential if the code is used for applications dealing
with nuclear safety, as the one we present here. We will give
examples of validation tests which are run at each new release of
the code.

A recent industrial application is then presented in order to
demonstrate the ability of the method to handle complex realistic
problems. It deals with the computation of boron mixing in the
vessel of a nuclear Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR). For this
computation, the geometry of the lower part of the reactor has
been represented, demonstrating clearly the ability of
unstructured meshes and finite element method to take precisely
into account complex industrial geometry. The mesh has about
200 000 nodes and for a 3D turbulent computation one has to
solve a problem with around 1000 000 unknowns.



We will conclude on various developments which are under
way in the code

BASIC ALGORITHM

Presentation of the problem
The equations governing the fluid motion in a regular open

bounded subset £2 of RN (N = 1 or 3) and over a time interval
[0,T], are the Navier-Stokes equations for velocity v and
pressure p. For some flows of thermal convection type, we
assume that density variations with temperature 6 are small
enough to be taken into account with the Boussinesq
approximation. The energy equation gives the evolution of the
temperature 0 which satisfies a convection-diffusion equation. It
is also possible to take into account more important thermal
effects which lead to consider Navier-Stokes equations in which
density depends on temperature : p = p(T). This modelling is
implemented in the code today.

Industrial flows computed with N3S code are generally
turbulent and characterised by very high Reynolds numbers. To
simulate such complex non linear problems, we consider the
averaged value of physical quantities (velocity, pressure and
temperature if necessary) which we calculate by means of a
model for correlation between fluctuating velocities and between
velocity and temperature fluctuations. At the present time, the.
model commonly used for practical applications is the standard
k-E model (k denotes the turbulent kinetic energy and e the
turbulent dissipation rate).

Boundary conditions
Boundary conditions depend on the type of boundary which is

to be dealt with. At the inlet Fjn of the Ci fluid domain, forced
constrained conditions (Dirichlet) are used for all the variables.
At the outlet F001 of the Q fluid domain, vanishing normal stress
for the velocity and vanishing flux conditions (homogeneous
Neumann) for scalar quantities are used. For walls Fw a
modelling based on the generalisation of the analysis of the
boundary layer on a flat plate is used. For velocity, the normal
component satisfies an impermeability condition (v.n = O, where
n is the normal exterior to the wall). This condition is completed
by a friction condition on the tangential stress. We furthermore
assume that near the wall, there is an equilibrium between
turbulent production and dissipation which enables to express k
and e at the wall. Flux conditions are imposed for temperature 6.
To sum up, wall boundary conditions on scalar quantities 6, k
and e are either of Dirichlet type (for k and e) or of Neumann
type (for 6).

Time discretization
Time discretization of scalar equations of convection-diffusion

as well as Navier-Stokes equations is realised thanks to a
fractional step scheme. The convection step is processed by a
characteristics method and the diffusion or Stokes step thanks to
an implicit Euler scheme.

Convection step. The k*-order characteristics scheme
consists in computing an approximation at time tn+1 in [0,T] of
the total derivative of any scalar quantity C (or the velocity v)
with the help of a k^-order backward differentiation scheme
integrated along the characteristics curve defined on the time
interval [t"*+1, I"+1].

Diffusion or Stokes step. We can now compute CT1+1

and p"*1), which denotes an approximation at time tn+1, by
solving a diffusion problem (or a Stokes problem for velocity v
and pressure p) by a classical k*-order backward differentiation
scheme.

A theoretical analysis of the whole scheme has been done in
Boukir et al, 1992. Ih N3S code, the !"order and 2nd order
schemes have been implemented.

Space discretization and Stokes problem with
varying density

For the generalised Stokes problem, the classical continuity
equation becomes : div (pv) = O. It can be theoretically shown
that this problem is well posed (Bemardi et al, 1992), for two
types of formulation (both velocity-pressure and Q = pv
momentum-piessure formulation).

The Stokes problem is discretized in space thanks to a finite
element method. The unstructured meshes use triangles or
tetrahedra with a mixed formulation for the velocity and the
pressure in order to get a well posed Stokes problem. The
elements available in the N3S code are P1-P2 or Pl-isoP2
elements. In most industrial cases, we use the Pl-isoP2 element
The velocity matrix can be mass-lumped without diminishing the
global spatial precision. This leads to more simple calculations,
especially in the case of varying density.

The classical discretization of the generalised Stokes problem
leads to non symmetrical problems which require specific
algorithms. Another way consists in adding a fractional time step
at time t"*1 : it is a predictor-corrector type scheme (Chorin-
Teraam algorithm) as presented, in. Caruso and Mecbitoua, 1992 :

v* denotes the value obtained after the convection step, p"
density at time step f, Sv = source term for vn+1.

\i denotes the viscosity of the fluid, and u.t, the eddy viscosity.

Velocity diffusion stage. We obtain an intermediate velocity
field v* by solving :

_n
-̂ - (v * - v) - div [(n+u.0 grad v*] + grad p° = S, (1)
At

Pressure confjnuitv stage. It is applied to pressure and
velocity increments and thus, the final velocity v™"1 satisfies the
continuity condition :

— 5v+ grad6p = 0
At
-div(pn8v) = div(pV)

(2)



where 8p = p"*1 - pn and 8v = vn+1 - v • This system is non
symmetrical. Nevertheless, if we introduce the momentum
associated to 6v, defined by OQ = p"5v. The system (2) can be
replaced by :

_+ grad5p =
At
-divSQ = divQ"

(3)

The variational formulation of system (3) leads to a
symmetrical matricial form of the following type :

MQSQ + B1Sp = O
B5Q = -BQ*

(4)

This system is solved by an iterative method of Uzawa type
which is classical for elliptic problem with constraint type
condition :

First Sp is calculated by elimination of 8Q in (4) :

BMq1B1Op = -BQ"

and SQ is obtained a posteriori :

SQ =-M5
1B1Sp

(5)

(6)

To avoid a mass matrix inversion as in (6), a mass-lumping
technique is used. This is available only for the Pl-isoP2 element
and the calculation of BMq is reduced to a multiplication of a
vector by a diagonal matrix.

In the case of constant density, this algorithm extends easily.

Projected gradient Uzawa algorithm
rWi. F0UtJ1, rw>h are portions of the boundary of the
computational domain i2fo associated to T^n, roul, rw

respectively. We consider in this section the P1-P2 mangle. We
introduce discrete spaces :

Xj1 = {<? 6 C°(£2h) / <p is a 2nd-degree polynomial on each
triangle)N

Mh = {q e C0(fih) / q is a !"-degree polynomial on each
triangle} n L2(Qh)

V0|h={w e X h /Vae T ,̂ w(a) = OandVae FWih,

where Dh is a discrete normal vector defined in [6].
The discretized Stokes problem according to boundary

conditions, as defined previously, naturally uses test functions of
Vo,h. Another way can be to solve the Stokes problem in a larger
space (Xh) than VQJ, and apply the boundary conditions thanks to
a projection operator Ph from Xh onto Vo1J1. For simplicity
reasons, the algorithm is explained in the case where variational
problem takes into account a constraint condition (as the
pressure continuity step previously defined). Ih other cases, the
algorithm can be adapted easily.

We introduce the continuous bilinear form aj, : Xh x Xh —» R
related to the "mass" discretized operator and bj, : X)1 x Mh —> R
related to the "divergence/gradient" discretized operator. Ij1 : Xh
—» R and g<, : Mv -* R are linear forms related to right hand
sides and coming from source terms and non-homogeneous
Dirichlet conditions. The discretized pressure-continuity problem
(3) is as follows :

Find S(J1 e Xhi Sph e Mjj solutions of

ah(Ph8qh, ) = lh(Phw) , V w e Xh

)= gh(q), V q e M h (7)

Ph is symmetrical. This leads to the following matricial
system, where A is the matrix associated to aj, (A = MQ for the
pressure continuity system (4)), B to b-n, L to Ih and G to gj, :

Find SQ e Xh, p e MH solutions of

PAPSQ + PB'Sp = PL
BPSQ = G

PSQ = SQ

(8)

The same technique as described above is used to apply the
projected gradient Uzawa algorithm to the problem with
boundary conditions. The system can be easily solved thanks to
the symmetry property of matrix P.

IMPROVEMENT OF THE CODE
An analysis of CPU time and memory allocation with the

previous release of the code on a standard 3D industrial
application leads to the following results :

— an important part of the time is spent in F.E. calculations
and assembling of the different matrices (varying in time with the
eddy viscosity) and r.h.s. ; the main part of the out-of-core
memory is used for storing all the F.E. information (containing,
for each element and each Gauss point, basis function values,
gradients, Jacobian matrix, elementary matrix).

— another important pan of the CPU time is used to solve
large linear systems Ax=b, where A is a well-conditioned mass
plus diffusion matrix (diffusion of all the variables such as
velocity, temperature, k, £), or where A is the Laplacian-like
preconditioning matrix of the pressure system, equal to BBT.

We have then concentrated our efforts on optimising these two
points.

• Elimination of F.E. file and optimisation of F.E. calculations
(for more details, see Pot et al, 1993) : only triangle in 2D and
tetrahedron in 3D are kept. These elements, named simplicial
elements, have interesting properties which allow us to compute
the elementary terms (matrix and r.h.s.) by hand. Based on this
idea, we have developed a formal pre-processor adapted for each
elementary matrix and r.h.s. calculation. For one type of matrix



or r.h.s., all the elementary terms are then computed in a single
loop whose length is the total number of elements — which is
fully vectorised —. Another consequence is the elimination of the
F.E. file, and the decreasing of the access file time — or
swapping time on workstation.

The assembling of the elementary matrices in the global matrix
is done with indirect addressing, so it doesn't vectorise. We
manage dependencies through F.E. reordering, and we can then
force the vectorisation on vector computer.

• Optimisation of the linear system solving (for more details,
see Pot, 1991) : the linear systems are solved using an iterative
Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient (P.C.G.) algorithm, using
matrices stored in a classical Symmetrical Compressed Row
(S.C.R.) structure. The efficiency of this algorithm is crucial
(40% of the total CPU time in a turbulent case up to 90% in a
laminar case, without including the computation of the matrices).
Looking from a performance point of view, P.C.G. calculation
time is spent in three operations :
1) direct solving of a linear system Cz=r, where C is the

preconditioning of A ; the standard choice is the
Incomplete Cholesky decomposition Preconditioning
(I.C.P.), which leads to the same S.C.R. structure as A
with the storage of the array AC (NCOEF) ; this step takes
about 50% of P.C.G. CPU time ;

2) matrix-vector product, about 50% of P.C.G. CPU time ;
3) BLAS routines used (e.g. dot product, linear combination

of vectors, scalar vector product), less than 5% of P.C.G.
CPU time.

The main improvement consists in optimizing the matrix-
vector product With the classical S.C.R. storage, this step is
poorly vectorised : the length of the inner loop is half of the
bandwidth, which depends on the connectivity of the mesh — say
from 5 in a 2D case to 20 in a 3D case with the quadratic
elements used in N3S. To increase inner loop length, we changed
to Jagged Diagonal (J.D.) storage. We only then replace the
matrix-vector product by a much better vectorisable one (the size
of the J.D. is the size of the system) plus a permutation, and the
results and iterations are exactly the same if we don't change
anything else. The speed-up obtained only for the matrix-vector
product turns out to be 12 in 2D and 6 in 3D for all the test cases.

This part using less C.P.U. time, we can replace the LC.
preconditioning (very bad vectorised) by a more simple one, like
a Diagonal Preconditioning (D.P.). We will need more iterations,
but each one is less expensive in time.

We present performances for different applications in the
following section.

2D flow in a staggered tube bundle
This test case, proposed as a benchmark exercise for a joint

workshop of the Refined Flow Modelling Group of both
International Association for Hydraulic Research (IAHR) and
European Research Centre on Flow Turbulence And Combustion
(ERCOFTAC), is designed to validate turbulence modelling in
internal curved geometry with impacts. In the experimental
arrangement, investigated by Simonin and Barcouda, 1988, the
test section consists of 7 horizontal staggered rows of roods,
across which water flows upward at an averaged velocity YO, of
1.06 m/s. With this value and a tube diameter of 21.7 mm, the
Reynolds number based on the tube diameter arises as 18 000.

The flow is computed as being periodic in the elementary cell
shown on figure 1. A fine mesh of 8 800 triangles, 17 947
velocity nodes and 4 574 vertices (pressure nodes) has been used
in order to achieve mesh independent results.

For this 2D computation the CPU time is about
0.05 ms/node/At on a CRAY Y-MP 4-64.

Numerical results are compared with experimental data both
for mean velocity and turbulence quantities. One can see that if
the velocity profiles are in good agreement with experiment
(figures 2 and 3), the turbulence quantities are badly reproduced
by the computation (figure 4) mainly due to the use of the k-
epsilon model. More precisely this model leads to a severe over-
prediction (about 100 %) of turbulent kinetic energy near impact.
Consequently this turbulence model cannot be used to compute
heat exchanges around cylinders, as heat transfer in the boundary
layer is directly related to the turbulent kinetic energy. This
problem is cured (but not totally) by the use of a second moment
closure (Rij-epsilon model).

Nevertheless, if one is only interested in the dynamic field, the
k-E model gives a correct agreement with experiment and can be
used.

symmetry
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wall \ 1
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wall
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VALIDATION
Validation is of primary importance when using physical

models in a CFD code, as there is no universal model, especially
when dealing with turbulence modelling. A very severe
validation procedure is applied at EDF in order to qualify each
new release of our CFD codes. For N3S, at each release, 34 2D
and 17 3D test cases are run and the results obtained are
compared both to previous releases of the code and to reference
results (experimental or numerical results from literature). For all
these tests cases, performances are also compared between old
and new release of software.

Xr line along which experimental profile
has been investigated

Figure 1 : computational domain for the flow
in a staggered tube bundle
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Figure 2 : vertical profile of x component
of the velocity at section Xr

(— : N3S computation, O : experiment).
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Figure 4 : vertical profile of turbulent kinetic energy
ar section Xr

(— : N3S computation, o : experiment).
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Figure 3 : vertical profile of y component
of the velocity at section Xr

(— : N3S computation, O : experiment).

3D ECHO test case
Designed for validation of CFD software on configurations

with density variation effects, this test case represent the
isothermal turbulent mixing of a jet of CO2+helium at 45° of
incidence in a pipe of CO2.

In order to give a performance comparison between the new
release of N3S (3.1) and the old one (3.0), we will discuss only
the incompressible (p = constant) case (computation of density
variable flows was not possible out of Boussinesq approximation
with N3S 3.0). Helium is only a tracer whose mass fraction in the
inlet jet is O.Ol. The density rate is then :

P(CO2) / p(CO2+helium) = 1

The helium mass fraction is calculated, in each point of the
flow, via a transport-diffusion equation. Turbulence is simulated
by the k-epsilon model with two velocity scales for the
logarithmic law near the walls (see Delenne, 1993 for more
details).

The 3D mesh, representing a half duct (x = O is a symmetry
plane) of length 0.270m, has 11321 PlisoP2 tetrahedra, with
2 577 pressure nodes and 17 598 velocity nodes.

The other physical data are :
main pipe diameter D =0.075 m
nozzle diameters :
-internal d, =0.0125 m
- external d. =0.0375 m
Inlet velocity in the main pipe is given by a standard turbulent

profile,
mean flow velocity Up =1.1 m/s
In the nozzle, the velocity is uniform,



injection velocity Ud = 14 m/s
Incoming turbulent quantities, k and epsilon, are given by :
mean k value k = 3.10'3U2

mean £ value £ = 6.75 10"4 U2U^
(Dh = hydraulic diameter)
Helium mass fraction in the injection : m^ = 1 %
At the outlet there is a zero normal stress condition for the

flow, and a purely convective output for the others scalar
quantities.

The computed flow becomes stationary after 1222 time steps
(At=2.10~^s), due mainly to the low convergence in time of the
Helium mass fraction. With N3S 3.1, it takes 15 hour of CPU
time on a CRAY Y-MP 4-64 (only 1 processor used), i.e.,
0.26 ms per time step and per node (ms/At/node).

On this configuration we can compare computational times
with those of the previous release of N3S (CRAY Y-MP 4-64,1
processor used):

The speed up obtained for this test case is about 4-5. This is the
averaged speed up measured on the N3S validation test cases.

Comparisons are in very good agreement with experimental
data, obtained by Viollet et al, 1987, with ECHO model. This can
be seen on figures 6 and 7, which gives Helium concentration
and velocity profiles along a vertical line Located at 4cm
downstream from the nozzle.

N3S Release
Total CPU time
(h)
CPU
in ms/At/node

3.0
3.7

1.19

3.1
1.5

026

Table 1 : CPU time for the ECHO test case

-0.0:
O 0.010.020.030.040.050.060.070.08

Height (m)
Figure 6 : Helium concentration profile

at 4 cm downstream from the centre of the nozzle
(— : N3S computation, o : experiment).
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Figure 7 - Velocity profiles

at 4 cm downstream from the centre of the nozzle
(— : N3S computation, o : experiment)..

Figure 5 : Density field in the symmetry plane.



INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION

Primary coolant flow In a 900 MW PWFlvessel
After the Tchernobyl accident, a CEA/EDF/FRAMATOME

working group was created to analyse the French PWR safety
towards reactivity accidents and identified poor boron or
temperature mixing in the reactor as a potential risk. There is
several configurations in which poor boron or temperature
mixing may occur. Among them, the configuration presented
here concern the primary coolant mixing after a hot shut-down
normal operation, when reactor cooling is assured by free
convection induced by the residual power, or by a Residual Heat
Removal System.

To analyse the mixing, a program has been defined which
includes two complementary approaches: experiment on a 0.2
geometric scale mock up and numerical computations using N3S
code. The aim of the study is the knowledge of the mixing
phenomena between cold or clear water injected, and primary
circuit water during the injection phase and during a pump start
up (See Alvarez et al, 1992).

Taking into account as perfectly as possible the exact geometry
of the vessel leads to two different 3D meshes. The first one does
not represent obstacles in the lower plenum of the vessel. It
counts 201 565 nodes and 133 815 tetrahedra Pl-isoP2 (see
figure 8).

Another mesh has been designed in order co represent more
accurately the exact geometry. This second mesh represents
plates and instrumentation columns in the lower part of the
vessel. This mesh contains 361 911 nodes, and 237 801
tetrahedra Pl -isoP2 (see figure 9).

After using GEOMOD™ for geometry modelling, these
meshes were created using both structured meshes with
SUPERTAB™ (down comer) and free meshing Voronoï-
Delaunay algorithm with SIMAIL™ software (lower part of the
plenum).

We present here the results obtained with the first mesh
(around 200 000 nodes), the same computation on the other mesh
is in progress.

The first calculations have been done with N3S release 3.0.
The most important Jimits are connected to the size of the finite
element file and to the CPU time. With the new choices of the
release 3.1, described here above, these difficulties are removed,
since the finite element file does not exist anymore. The
comparison related in table 2 shows the speed up and the
memory reduction obtained on a CRAY Y-MP 4-64.

N3S release

CPU
(ms/At/node)
Memory (MWords)
disk
in core storage

3.0

1.61

355
55

3.1

0,41

79
43

Ratio
3.0/3.1

3.93

4.5
1.28

Table 2 : CPU time and Memory allocation
for the primary coolant flow
in a 900 MW PWR vessel

The computational results presented here correspond to the
primary coolant fluid flow when the reactor cooling is assured by

free convection induced by the residual power. The total core
flow rate of 1 050 kg/s comes from the three loops (350 kg/s
each). Pressure is 155 bars and the flow is isothermal at 30O0C.
A passive tracer is used to make sure that a steady state has been
reached. At the beginning of the computation the tracer value is
zero except in the three cold leg inlets where a value of one is
prescribed. Convergence towards steady state is reached when a
value of one is obtained everywhere in the domain. A second
passive scalar field, whose initial value is zero everywhere
except in one identified cold leg, illustrates the mass mixing of
the fluid coming from that cold leg in the plenum and especially
at the core inlet (outlet of the computational domain) where
expérimenta] data are available. Results are presented in figures
10 and 11.

For this computation the steady state has been achieved and
comparisons show good agreement between experimental data
and N3S computation in the core inlet. Computation using Ue
mesh representing all the obstacles in the lower part is under way
in order to identify their impact on the mixing. Other
computations are also in progress on other flow configurations
where only one leg is operating.

CONCLUSION
With the increasing power of the supercomputers and the

workstations, coupled with adapted improvement of an industrial
finite element code such as N3S, we are now able to simulate
complex turbulent flows in realistic geometry.

More work is under way in order to make N3S an even more
general purpose code : we plane to use it for reactive flows,
model part of complex geometry with head losses and porosity,
extend our algorithms for compressible flows, and implement
more realistic turbulent model such as Ry-E model.

We are also coupling N3S with adaptive meshing and moving
nodes procedures, in order to improve the accuracy of the
solution and to compute flows with coupled fluid-solid
interaction.
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Figure 8 : Side view of the PWR vessel finite element mesh,
elements on the walls.

Figure 9 : PWR vessel finite element mesh seen from below,
detail of the mesh around the Iowa plenum obstacles.



Figure 10 : mixing in ihc down comer
of the fluid injected in cold leg 2

(isolincs arc plollcd on the developed down comer cylinder)
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Figure 11 : mixing at the core inlet
of the fluid injected in cold leg 2
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